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Registration Just Got a Whole Lot Easier
BY VICTORIA MESCALL
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Sacred Heart University is moving to a new and more studentfriendly course registration system called Colleague.
The goal of the move is to change the way that the university
conununity overall approaches course registration and academic
advising.
“The current university culture of advising has just consisted of
sitting with an advisor and choosing courses for next semester,” said
the Executive Director of Student Success, Sean Heffron. “This is
what the Office of Student Success hopes to change with the new
registration program.”
The plan aims make registration less stressful for students while
making advising more enjoyable. Academic Advisors will get to
spend more time advising, developing, and getting to know their
advisees and the new Student Success Coordinators will help with
registration logistics.
With the implementation of Colleague, it will still be mandatory for
all students to meet with an advisor to have their registration block
lifted and to discuss course schedules. However, registration will no
longer be done on Webadvisor.
Colleague has new and advanced functions, such as easier class
searching abilities and a calendar spread so that students don’t have
to make their own spreadsheet calendars in other programs. Instead,
course schedules can be made easily in the Colleague Student
Planning software itself.
Colleague also gives students access to easier functions, like how
to find other sections of a specific course offered at different times, in
the instance where two of a student’s desired classes conflict.
The new software will also allow students to plan up to two years
worth of classes in advance.
“The idea behind the two-year plaiming is to give academic
departments a heads up about what classes students want to take in
the following semesters,” said Heffron.
As for the current process, academic departments estimate the
number of necessary sections of each class based on last year’s
figures for how many sections they offered.
“If every student plans out their two years using the new software,
the academic departments will know exactly how many sections
to offer, and we will significantly reduce the number of course

waitlists,” said Heffron.
The Student Success center noted that this update is important
for mote than just freshmen. In previous years, advisors were just
teaching freshmen how to register for classes. But this semester,
sophomores and juniors, as well as advisors, will all be new to the
process.
Because of this, the Student Success Center is incorporating an
additional level of registration support in the form of Student Success
Coordinators, who will help students learn how to navigate the
registration software and how to register each term.
The Student Success Center will be hosting college-specific
training sessions that will go into more detail about registration
according to individual majors, but recommends that students attend
any of the upcoming general info sessions in the Edgerton Theatre on:
3/11-2:00,3:00,4:00
3/12-10:00,11:00,12:00
3/13-11:00, 12:00-3:30
3/18 - 12:00,1:00,2:00, 3:00,4:00
3/19-12:00,1:00,2:00,3:00
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SACRED HEART IS RE-VAMPING THE WAY STUDENTS REGISTER FOR
CLASSES WITH A BRAND NEW PROGRAM.

University Administration Utilizes Student Survey
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News Editor
In an email at the beginning of the Spring semester, President Petillo announced that the
university has plans to build a parking garage on campus. The proposed parking garage
would add another 250 parking spots to the growing university and would be located in
the south lot. In his email. Dr. Petillo stated that, “pending approvals and regulations,” the
university will move forward with the construction on the garage.
“Right now, we’re going through the process. The garage has not been finally approved.
We believe we need the garage, and I think students would say that as well,” said Petillo.
“But, if the town says they can’t do it for A, B, C and D, then there is not much we can
do about it. I don’t think they are going to, but until we have a resolution in hand, I’m not
going to confirm anything.”
Along with the issue of parking on campus, the President’s email covered a few other
topics of concern among the Sacred Heart student body. Housing, campus dining, and
communication between students and the university were other topics that Dr. Petillo
shed light on.
“We currently have two residence halls under construction, and hopefully have three
more approved. Again, pending approval from the town of Fairfield, we are hoping to
have 900 beds added to the upper quad in the near future,” said Petillo.
President Petillo’s email was intended to give feedback and updates to students
regarding future plans surrounding the university. The topics that were touched upon in
the email did not come directly from Dr. Petillo, but rather the students themselves.
The eihail was based on a survey put together by a class in the Jack Welch College of
Business. Students from Professor Andreassi’s Survey Design and Analysis course were
the ones behind the creation of the survey.
“I was teaching a class, ‘Survey Design and Analysis,’ where students learn how to
write survey questions, design a survey, administer the survey, analyze and interpret
the results and feed those results back to a client in order to improve an organization.
They work with a real client to assess their objectives and design a survey to answer key
organizational questions,” said Professor Andreassi.
Shortly after the students got to work on their smveys, Professor Andreassi received
an email from Dr. Paliwal, the university Provost. Sent out to faculty members, the email
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detailed a list of strategic university goals. Professor Andreassi noticed that a few of the
topics listed could be achieved through understanding student views.
“He was very much interested and coimected a group in my class to their client,
Michael laimazzi, who was part of a University Committee investigating how to improve
the student experience,” said Andreassi.
With the help of real clients, such as Michael laimazzi, the Vice President of Marketing
and Communications at Sacred Heart, the students in Professor Andreassi’s class were
able to create a survey that would be sent out to the entire student body.
“I, along with a few members of our committee, met with the student project leaders
several times.' We shared with them the kind of information the committee was hoping to
receive. Then, the student group came back to us with their thoughts about how to capture
meaningful data in this area,” said laimazzi.
The students, along with their clients, held focus groups with students from the
university to uncover key issues. After a semester full of research and survey building,
the students showed off their PowerPoint presentations to their clients and the university
administration.
“The whole time, the survey had the support of senior leadership and Dr. Petillo was
the one who sent out the survey itself The university took the results very seriously
and, as the students can see, acted upon the voices of the students. It was a very positive
experience for both the students and the administration,” said Andreassi.
Communication between students and the university was another key issue brought
up in the email. The student created survey is something that the university may look to
utilize moving forward to improve communication.
“I think this is a good way to not only get useful data, but to also make it a learning
experience for all. I learned a lot from just interacting with the students on the project,
even apart from all the data they collected. I was impressed with their knowledge and
professionalism throughout the whole experience and I enjoyed working with them very
much. I hope to be a steady client,” said lannazzi.
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News
35-Day Government Shutdown Ends
BY EVAN DENNY

News Editor

The record-setting 35-day federal shutdown has ended with President Donald Trump
giving in to mounting pressure and signing legislation to reopen the government for three
weeks. Trump, in a weakened negotiating position, will try again to persuade lawmakers
to finance the wall, with a Feb. 15 deadline looming as he holds out for the potential of
another shutdown.
Throughout the shutdown, the two sides issued mutually exclusive demands that
blocked negotiations from even starting: Trump refused to reopen government until
Congress gave him the wall money, and congressional Democrats rejected bargaining
until he reopened government.
The Senate first rejected a Republican plan that would have reopened the government
through September and given Trump the $5.7 billion he has been demanding for building
segments of that wall, a project that he initially promised Mexico would finance. The 5047 vote for the measure fell 10 votes shy of the 60 needed to succeed.
Minutes later, senators voted 52-44 for a Democratic alternative that sought to open
padlocked agencies through Feb. 8 with no wall money.
“The president thought he could crack Democrats, and he didn’t. I hope it’s a lesson for
him,” said the Senate Democratic leader. Chuck Schumer.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said, “Our unity is our power. And that is what maybe the
president underestimated.”
President Donald Trump went to a lectern in the Rose Garden and aimounced a deal
to end the partial government shutdown. At the time, air traffic controllers and airport
screeners were still working without pay, and 800,000 federal employees faced a second
biweekly payday with no paychecks.
Six of the 13 controllers who normally staff a critical air traffic center in Virginia didn’t
come to work Friday. LaGuardia Airport in New York and Newark Liberty International
Airport in New Jersey were particularly affected, leading to 3,000 late flights by midafternoon.
The shutdown became a source of growing alarm for travelers and airlines. The absence
rate among airport screeners peaked at 10 percent last weekend, meaning longer lines.
Some government workers and contractors were grounded, costing Delta Air Lines up to
$25 million and Southwest Airlines up to $15 million in lost revenue.
Federal workers who went a month without pay expressed relief on Friday that a deal
had been reached to end the impasse, but they are also worried that they will be in the
same spot in a few weeks.
“If we don’t get a fair deal from Congress, the government will either shut down on
Feb. 15, agedn, or I will use the powers afforded to me under the laws, and Constitution of
the United States to address this emergency,” Trump said.
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The president has said that he can declare a national emergency and use money under
such a declaration to pay for the border wall unilaterally. Such a move would almost
certainly face legal challenges.
A bipartisan committee of House and Senate lawmakers was being formed to consider
border spending as part of the legislative process in the coming weeks.
Schumer said that while Democrats oppose the wall money, they agree on other ways to
secure the border “and that bodes well for coming to an eventual agreement.”
Trump tweeted, “This was in no way a concession,” and said he wanted to help those
“badly hurt” by the shutdown. The president also said, without elaboration, that if there is
no “fair deal” with Congress by Feb. 15, “it’s off to the races!”
Also to be determined is a new date for the president to deliver his State of the Union
address, which was postponed from Jan. 29 during the shutdown.
The Associated Press contributed to this Article.
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A TSA WORKER SMILES AS HE CHECKS TRAVELERS’ BOARDING PASSES AND IDENTIFICATION,
FRIDAY, JAN. 25,2019, AT SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IN SEATTLE.
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He Said, She Said: Traditional vs. Boneless Wings

ROBERTO
>I*v^-^i)vays been known to be picky
with certain kinds of food. Of course, this
isn’t something that I should be pfoud
of but it’s woith talking about. A recent
argument has made me debate the idea of
how regular boned wings are better than
' '
'
boneless wings.
Well, I’m here to say that I will be the
contrarian and perhaps get a bit of stick as
to why I am not a fan ofthe regular wings
but a huge, huge fan of boneless wings.
Certainly, I feel my story as to why I
like it seems to be much more of how it is
when it comes to my food tastes, but I’ll
expfein why. Whenever I go somewhere
like‘*^ffalo Wild Wings, for example,
which I thirifeis the best restaurant to get
wings anyv^re, it’s pretty obvious thaf
the first tiling? will get ard those boneless
wings dipped in honey BBQ or something
a bit of spicy. It’s a match made in heaven.
I think I would be wrong in saying that
I’m in the minority because of how many
people are fans of traditional wings or
how I’m becoming soft because of people
saying that boneless wings are just the
same as eating chicken nuggets or a food
similar to that. Not only are those two very
different, the taste is much better vyhen it
comes to boneless wings.
' ; ; ^;
Besides, who would want to have to;

deal with the pain and struggle taking out
the bone when you can eat it all at once?
Not only can it be an appetizer, it can also
be a meal.
Every time I go to the BWW in Milford,
I just can’t wait to order the usual dish of
boneless wings, side of files and a drink
of my taste.
This isn’t to say that I am against the
traditional wings. As someone who is a
huge fan of meat, and as someone who
grew up eating all kinds of meat all my
life, whether I go somewhere like KFC,
Goodfellas, Sitting Duck Tavern, Plan
B, or another place; I Wouldn’t dare say
that I would not' eat fi^ditional wings, blit
I just think ih terms of comfort and taste
as a whole, I would much rather have the
boneless wings.
We all have our tastes and^I believe that
for myself. I’m Team Boneless Wings.

LINA
It’s September 6th and you wake up to a mess. But who cares, all-in when in comes
nice fall day with brown and orange leaves to eating wings. Boneless wings are just a
covering the ground. You walk dovrastairs spin-off of a breaded chicken nugget. But
to see Dad wearing his favorite #13 Giants I just will never understand why someone
jersey and Mom is wearing an #87 Patriots would willingly eat a seasoned chicken
jersey, just to get under his skin. The nugget opposed to a whole other real food.
oven is already going and the cousins are
I personally feel like boneless wings can
already on the way.’ The biggest opening only be eaten as an appetizer opposed to a
day of any sport across the nation.
meal. Traditional wings can act as both an
Tailgates, family, and football. A appetizer and a meal.
tradition that only one food can suit the
I personally feel they are more satisfying
traditions standard, traditional bone-in than a boneless wing. Personally, I feel
wings. Looking at a traditional chicken that the best place around Sacred Heart
wing covered in buffalo sauce defines for traditional wings is The Sitting Duck i
Tavern. 10/10 on the taste, aroma, and
Sunday Night Football.
I picture myself sitting in my basement appearance. What much more could you
at home with my brothers, mom, and dad ask for? They’re not dry either. Nothing
watching Sunday Night Football eating is worse than biting into a wing and it
wings with the bone. I mean, yeah, maybe not being juicy. But think about the way
I got yelled at a couple times for making a traditional wing tastes when it’s juicy
a mess, but I mean the taste is totally and has the bone-in. There is just no food
worth it. There is nothing like the taste of like a traditional wing to describe it fully.
a traditional wing with a bone compared Something I have noticed in my time of
to a boneless wing. The bone itself adds eating wings, it is much easier to overcook
character to this food. The look, the aroma, a boneless wing opposed to a bone-in
traditional wing. So now, maybe let’s talk
the taste; everything.
Boneless wings ruin the point of a wing. about a dry boneless wing.....Ten times
A real chicken wing has bones, no? It’s worse. Disgusting.
Meat on a bone is just better in any case,
only natural to have the bone there and not
try and make something that technically is whether we are talking about traditional
not a real chicken wing. The look of it just wings, or even a steak or a pork chop. It’s
isn’t the same, no less the taste. Yeah, some just better overall.
people think more in-depth regarding the
Traditional wings all the way.

New Year, New You?
BY ERICA CONDON
Perspectives Co-Editor

As 2019 approached, you made a vow to break your old habits and adopt new ones.
Whether these self-made changes were minor or not, as most people do, you planned to
start the new year on the right foot. A month into the new year, are you still sticking to
your New Year’s resolutions?
For junior Nina Catanzaro, she wanted 2019 to be filled with new experiences and
adventures. _
■
“My New Year’s resolution was to step outside of my comfort zone and try new things.
Specifically I wanted to try new recipes, travel to new places, and be open to new things.
The goal I am most’excited about is to learn all of my mom and nonna’s recipes so that I
can cook all of my favorite things while I’m away at school,” said Catanzaro.
Although most students make New Year’s resdlutions in hopes of bettering themselves,
some students find that new resolutions are not always easy to stay true to.
“Recently I have noticed that I care too much about a lot of the little things in life that
will not really matter five years from now. So this new year, I am trying my best to just
do things that will benefit me and that will also make my heart happy,” said junior Sidney
Choothesa. “So far, it has been pretty hard because my friends at school are everything
to me and I am really involved and always going, so I do not have the time to take care
of myself.”
Additionally, junior Veronica Guyer is realizing that time is an issue standing in
between her and her New Year’s resolution.
“My resolution was to read a new book every month, I thought it would be easier
because I really wanted to make time for reading again but I just don’t have time with
school and work right now/’ said Guyer.
Whether of net students follow through with their New Year’s resolutions, many
students still learn valuable lessons from them.
“I think resolutions are beneficial, every year I write a bunch of resolutions out in order

fi’om most important to least, and I usually stick to most of them. Some resolutions are
meant to develop over time but I think the only time resolutions are not beneficial is when
people make them unrealistic,” said Guyer.
“I don’t really make resolutions for myself, instead I just try to make simple changes
that can really help me get to bigger ones in the future. I won’t always see changes right
away until I have consistency but each day I noticed changes. Sometimes these changes
are small ones, but change is change,” said junior Maeve Lydon.
Sophomore Carlos Ruiz made some changes for himself in the new year. But personally,
he does not like to label these changes as resolutions.
“I usually don’t make any resolutions because I can never keep them. But one thing I do
know is that I have told myself that I wanted to go to the gym more and for the most part
I have been trying to go six days a week. I have been doing pretty well so while it’s not
my actual ‘resolution’ it definitely is something I want to continue for 2019,” said Ruiz.
Junior Megan Jacques is using the help and motivation from her fnends to fulfill her
New Year’s resolution.
“My New Year’s resolution was to go to the gym more, even though it has been hard
I have been able to stick to it because I always go to the gym with at least one of my
friends,” said Jacques.
Resolution or no resolution, many students continually try to make positive changes
for themselves.
“I did not make a New Year’s resolution this year. I feel like whenever myself or
someone says they are going to make changes for the new year they do it for about a week
and then stop. Instead I try to better myself each day with small changes, this way I do not
fail myself or set expectations that are too high,” said junior Matt Wielk.
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BY GINA D’AMICO
Perspectives Co-Editor

On Jan. 4, Kylie Jenner was challenged to an Instagram photo contest when the
Instagram account @world_record_egg posted a picture of a plain egg, encouraging users
to help beat Kylie Jenner from having the most liked post on Instagram - which they did.
“When I saw it, I thought it was really funny and of course I liked it because I wanted to
beat Kylie Jenner’s most liked picture! I’m actually so satisfied that an egg photo beat her
most popular picture and I’m happy I was a part of it, as silly as it was! Overall, the whole
concept was a strange idea that got a lot of attention. Of course, I joined the movement,
because why not?” said senior Marisa Tache.
The world record egg account captioned the photo, “Lets set a world record together
and get the most liked post on Instagram. Beating the current world record held by Kylie
Jenner (18 million)! We got this.”
Although sophomore Bianca Valenti did not care for the post, she clicked the like
button on the photo because of the humor behind it.
“I think that the post was funny because it is legit just an actual brown egg so I liked
it,” said Valenti. “I don’t care for it but the humor behind it is interesting and it also shows
that likes on Instagram really mean nothing because a plain brown egg holds the title of
‘most liked post.’”
As more users became aware of the post, the number of likes continued to increase
extraordinarily, beating Kylie Jenner’s record of 18 million. The p)ost reached over 50
million likes and is continuing to gain more.
“I think it’s a little ridiculous that it was such big news when there are so many other
things going on in the world, especially with our government. However, I also find it
pretty cool because it shows the power of the Internet and how quickly something can
go viral and turn from something unknown to a mainstream topic of conversation,” said
junior Sean Burke.
In addition, junior Frank Fiorino found it unbelievable how much the world focuses on
social media after hearing about the Instagram challenge towards Jenner.
“I think it is unbelievable how much the world revolves aroimd social media and people
could be so impressed about how many likes a picture of an egg gets on Instagram,” said
Fiorino. “I think that the world should absolutely be more focused on more important
things than how many likes an egg gets.”
j “I think the way it was marketed is what made the egg get so many likes. If it wasn’t
posted with the caption ‘let’s see if the egg can beat Kylie Jenner,’ I don’t think it would
have been as big of a trend. Even though it did not affect my life, it was a trend that at the
end of 2019 people will look back on and remember when the egg got more likes than
Kylie Jenner,” said senior Kendall Mayor.

Kylie Jenner responded to the egg defeat by posting a video on her Instagram account
cracking an egg on the hot pavement. The video had the words, “Kylie when she sees the
world record egg account” written above it. Jenner then captioned her post “Take that
little egg.”
“I thought by Kylie posting herselfcracking an egg on the hot pavement was a creative
way to bring some comic relief to the situation. I know people might find this challenge
silly, but I personally always stfive to beat my personal ‘like record,’ so I understand
where Kylie is coming from, being mad that her like record was beat, by an egg none the
less,” said graduate student Juliana Fetherman.

RECORD FOR MOST INSTAGRAM LIKES BEATING OUT KYLIE JENNER AND THEY WON.

The 10 -Year Challenge: 2019’s first big trend
BY ROBERTO ROJAS

Perspectives Co-Editor
There is a new trend spreading all around the Internet and especially on social media
that not only makes trends such as Throwback Thursday as a thing of the past, but does
so in a much more specific way. It’s called the “10-Year Challenge.”
The “10-Year Challenge” is a simpler concept. The new challenge sees people sharing
pictures of themselves from now in 2019 and ten years ago in 2009. Many celebrities,
such as Ryan Seacrest, Jennifer Lopez, and Ellen DeGeneres, have participated in the
challenge.
Among students at Sacred Heart, however, opinions have been different and scattered
. as to who are fans of the challenge and who show a bit of apathy towards it.
“I’m a fan of it,” said senior Dante Cabral. “I personally think it’s really cool to see how
much people have changed in just 10 years. Especially people in our age range because
people in our age range have gone from childhood to pretty much adulthood.”
A negative aspect of the 10-Year Challenge might be thq misleading perspective it
gives of those who take it up. This has led some people to be a bit cynical about it, and
so they stay away from it.
“I’m definitely a fan when it’s used the right way,” said senior Aime Reboa. “I’m a fan
i of social media but understand different downsides to it. I love that it connects people
' instantly and easily. However, it also allows for false stories to spread just as quickly .as
anything else.”
To some, the internet phenomenon seems to be just another ephemeral trend, quickly
‘ gaining popularity now, but probably destined to be forgotten like all the other ones.
“I don’t really pay attention to the 10-Year Challenge,” said senior Gloria Duby. “I
don’t care for it really. Some of them are fun to see but I don’t really care for it.”
“I don’t have much against the 10-Year Challenge,” said junior Alex Angelescu. “I
personally haven’t taken part in it myself, however, I think people can reflect on their
growth or achievements. For the most part, I think people enjoy seeing how much change
can happen in 10 years and having two pictures side by side can put that into perspective.”
The challenge, if accepted, creates a telling snapshot of the process growing up as
people look back at the tremendous transformations that they have gone through. Whether
it be kids in elementary school becoming college students or soon-to-be college graduates
becoming parents themselves, the challenge certainly has divided opinions.
“I think the 10-year challenge is so fun!” said senior Caroline King. “I love seeing how
much people have changed over the 10 years. I feel like we haven’t seen anything like this
really before, and because it’s not consistent, it makes it more nostalgic!”
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THE 10-YEAR CHALLENGE AS SWEPT SOCIAL MEDIA WHERE PEOPLE POST PICTURES OF THEM
SELVES CURRENLTY AND THEN AGAIN 10 YEARS AGO, CELEBRITIES HAVE JUMPED ON THE
TREND AS WELL INCLUDING RYAN SEACREST WHO IS PICTURED ABOVE.
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Felling the adrenaline run through your body, heart jumping
out of your chest and nothing but you focusing for those couple
minutes.
Everybody has a passion or is addicted to something, but at a
young age I was hooked immediately. I remember my dad taking
me out all day long on the water, and we’d just sit there, talk and
catch as many fish as possible.
From_the first day I went fishing, I still remember it to this day.
We would go down to a lake or pond, throw our worms in the
water and we would wait eagerly. Sometimes it was just a couple
minutes, and sometimes it was all day before we would get a bite.
Growing up this was the only thing I wanted to do.
About 12 to 15 years later, it’s still the only thing I want to do,
but it’s a lot different now from then. It used to be just a few
worms a fishing pole and hope, but now its reading, knowledge,
many poles and timing.
As I do still spend a lot of time on the lake fishing for largemouth
bass and trout with my bait casters, about 4 years ago I found a
whole new level of excitement. My dad bought a center console
boat and we’ve been spending days and nights out there ever
since.
April 15th hits, and we are ready to hit the water and have
another season of trying to find that one fish that we can call our
best. Through the early months of the season (April-June) we are
fishing for striped bass every day.
This time of year we spend a lot of time trolling, keeping the
boat at about 2-3 knots and 4 polls sitting in the rocket launchers
waiting to take off. Our “bait” of choice this time of year usually
is an umbrella rig, which is supposed to mimic a small school of
fish.
Then the summer hits and we fish the bottom of the ocean floor
for fiuke. We have a plastic squid like rig where we drop it to the
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ocean floor with 2-3 ounce weight, holding onto a piece of clam
or squid.
The middle to late summer is prime time for fishing, which is
when the bluefish, blackfish come and striped bass come back.
Since it’s the summer time, it’s either after work we go at night
time and fish through the night or if it’s the weekend we spend
every second of daylight fishing, laughing and hoping for that
fish.
This past season, was one that really stood out to me more then
others. I spent almost every day on the water whether it’s with my
dad, my fiiends or by myself. When I’m out there, its more than
just fishing to me. It’s very relaxing, and at times very exciting.
It gives me the memories I can look back on and smile. Having a
pole in my hand and sharing the time with my dad and fiiends are
memories and thoughts I’ll have and look back on forever.
Nothing beats having the big one on your line, and I never
experienced something like that until last August. My dad, fnends
and myself were night fishing for striped bass at night, and that
night is what opened my eyes ever since.
We were trolling around one of our hot spots, then out fish finder
lit up and we waited patiently. Just minutes later our line took off,
I garbed that and knew this is the fish that we’ve been waiting for.
After about a 10 minute fight, the fish (Striped Bass) came up
to the side of the boat and we all knew that was the one. After
landing the fish, we put it on the scale and it weighed 49.5 pounds,
and about 52 inches. This moment was the best memory I have of
fishing and I tiy every day to make more and have that experience
with the people I love.
Making memories and sharing experiences is why I love to fish.
Every season when it comes to an end, we pull the boat out and
start the countdown till April 15th.
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As a last semester senior, I am asked by people all the time,
‘Svhat do you want to do after school?” or “what are your future
plans?” I usually tense up a little as I am reminded yet again, that I
am graduating in less than four months. I then answer and explain
what I’d like to do and companies that I’d like to work for.
These questions are simple and not out of the ordinary, but they
made me think a little. I then I realized, that it’s not about what
you want to do with my life, but rather HOW you want to live
your life.
Don’t get me wrong I still want a well-paying job and to be
successful, but at the end of the day I want to be happy, ambitious,
and surrounded by ones I love. These are the things that I feel are
most important in life and when you find all of these, I feel the rest
of my life will fall into place.
Jimmy Buffet sings a song called “Cowboy in the Jungle,” and
in this song he sings, of the man who is literally a cowboy in
the jimgle. He is completely out of his familiar environment and
comfort zone. However, throughout the song, the cowboy finds
his way through the world around him. This song isn’t just a
bout a cowboy finding his way through the jimgle. It’s about him
making his way through life, making the best of what comes his
way, and no matter where life brings him, “learning to roll.”
Buffet sings:
‘With no plans for the future He still seems in control From a
bronco ride to a ten foot tide He just had to learn to roll.’
Our lives aren’t written in stone and plans change, but that’s
living. Buffet sings of original destinations become quickly
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forgotten, another part of your story. Could it be any clear when
he writes:
We’ve gotta roll with the pimches Learn to play all of our
hunches Makin’ the best of whatever comes your way Forget that
blind ambition And learn to trust your intuition Plowin’ straight
ahead come what may.
Unfortimately, we can’t live in a Jimmy Buffet song on a beach
with a margarita in our hands, but I think we can learn fi-om these
simple lyrics how to live and how to live and navigate this crazy
jungle.
Because after all, we are.
Spinning around in circles Living it day to day And still twenty
four hours, maybe sixty good years It’s still not that long a stay.
On the show Friends, you never really do know what Chandler
Bling really does for a living, just but you know how he has lived
his life, loved his fnends, wife, and made chepsh memories. At
the end of the day, this is what we are left with and what truly
matters.
So I am not say to ignore people when they ask, ‘Svhat do you
want to do after school,” or “what are your future plans,” answer
it honestly as to what you would like to do. But Imow that what
you do with your life is just as important as how you live it.
That’s what livin’ is to me.

The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors and do not represent the opinions of the whole edito
rial board. Letters to the editor are encouraged and are due by Simday at noon for consideration for each Wednesday’s issue. All submissions
are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 6oo words and should be emailed to spectrum@sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copy
rightfor any published material. We are not responsiblefor the opinions of the writers voiced in thisforum.
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Linda’s Revamps Food
BYSARATERPAK
Asst. Features Editor

Sacred Heart’s dining service, Chartwells, was very busy over break revamping and
enhancing a few of their food stations at Linda’s.
They are proud to announce three new stations that will be offering classic fan favorites
on their menus and more. These stations include “Realwich,” formerly “Mondo’s Subs,”
“Build,” formerly “2Mato,” and “Breakfast and Co.” formerly “BYOB grill.”
“It was time for the team to be challenged and bring some new and exciting changes,”
said Resident District Manager of Chartwells, Mark Tammone.
With these new changes, the ingredient list is increased in order to have more diverse
options to keep students happier and healthier.
“Realwich” is featuring sandwiches and other snacks. This station includes Applegate
deli meat, fresh bread such as pretzel and focaccia, home-made sauces, pulled pork, and
more cheese options.
At this station they offer Applegate, which is a hormone free meat. Sacred Heart is the
first college to offer it in New England area.
“It is a better meat option, which is beneficial for the students and important for
sustainability,” said Marketing Director, Kayla Hawley.
“Build” is pizza by design. This includes dough made from scratch, cauliflower crust,
broccoli cheddar crusts, more sauce, meat and veggie options, and cooked to order.
The biggest change is the “Build” station because the pizzas are now customizable.
Instead of the pizzas being pre-made, students are able choose what they prefer on their
pizza. To have better quality pizza, they ovens now have the ability to be wood making,
making it a wood fired pizza oven.
“The food comes out faster and tastes better. The different crust options also make it
easier for those that are gluten Iree to get pizza as well,” said Baldauf
Students were curious why certain foods were removed from stations. They were
reassured it was to improve the quality of the food that is currently being served and
needing more space to improve on other food items. Such was the reason for eliminating
dinner options such as Chicken Parmigiana, pasta, and more.
Lastly is “Breakfast and Co.” This includes some student favorites; avocado toast,
breakfast tacos, chicken burgers, homemade sauces, and endless customizable options.
“Students crave breakfast all day, and we brought it to Linda’s for the student’s benefit,”
said Tammone.
One would think that because of all these changes, it affects the employee’s routines.
Howeyer,,it does not change their routine that drastically. The changes in shifts and who
makes what is the only difference. The entire staff enjoys making the new food because of
the student’s reaction to it. The staff believes that the changes are going well, too.
“The students enjoy healthier and customizable items. The students are a huge fan of
the avocado toast,” said grill cook, Ralph Hopkins.
According to the employees, they are excited to hear about student’s views on the new
stations. It’s commonly known amongst SHU students that nothing is more fioistrating

than waiting in a long line for food, especially at Linda’s. However, the food must be
worth the wait.
But students won’t have to wait in long lines anymore.
Coming soon is the boost mobile ordepng at the three new stations. Students are able to
use a free app to pre-order their food. It is nice for students who are on the go or in a rush.
“I’m noticing students are more interactive and are adjusting to these changes in a
positive way,” said Hopkins.

COURTESY OF BRITTANY WELKES

OVER WINTER BREAK, LINDAS WAS VERY BUSY BRINGING NEW AND EXCITING ITEMS TO THE
MENU FOR STUDENTS AND BRINGING A NEW LOOK TO THE POPULAR DINING HALL AT SACRED
HEART.

Construction Progress
BY LOUIS FREY
Asst. Features Editor

Have you ever gone to the William H. Pitt Center to exercise but couldn’t because a
team had most of the weight room reserved?
Your problem will be solved with the Bobby Valentine Recreation Center set to open
this summer.
The Center will have a weight room for non-student athletes. Students and Division I
teams will no longer have to share the Pitt Center to exercise.
According to Bobby Valentine, Sacred Heart University’s Executive Director of
Athletics, the center is much more than a place to exercise.
“I believe this building will become a social gathering point for our students, and I am
looking forward to having it available for the entire Sacred Heart University community,”
said Valentine.
The center will be a place where students can go exercise and have fim.
Valentine is most excited about two other features the facility will have.
“The two areas that I like to speak about most are the rock dimbing wall that will be
in the front of the building. When you get to the top you will have a panoramic view
of campus and the surrounding area. The second area is the six-lane bowling alley that
will enhance the experience for our bowling student athletes and provide a wonderful
recreational setting for the student body,” said Valentine.
Valentine believes the center will enhance students’ experience on campus here at
Sacred Heart.
“This building is going to be a special place that is going to aid the entire campus. Every
student will be able to use it and it is also going to facilitate our Division I programs,”
said Valentine.
The Center is not the only change students will be seeing next fall semester.
Additional on campus housing for upperclassman will be open and offered during the
upcoming fall 2019 semester.
According to Mike Kiimey, Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration, the
apartments and suites will include living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms, study spaces, and
lounge areas for students. Information for future upperclassman housing can be found on
Sacred Heart’s website.
Kinney also said the new dorm building is ‘state of the art’ and the apartment suites are
‘modem and spacious’.
Students are noticing the effort Sacred Heart is putting in to expand the campus.
“I think it’s good that we’re expanding the campus, growing, and making more room
for potential new students to come in,” said freshman Biyan Calton.
To students, it is a big deal that Sacred Heart is building residential housing for upper

classman.
“I am extremely happy that the school is starting to build dorms for upperclassman
because as it stands right now there’s really no on campus housing for them,” said
sophomore Hunter Adams.
Adams said he would consider living in the new on campus housing for next year.
Others believe that it’s great the campus is creating more housing for upper classman
but it also has it’s down side for now, however.
“I think its great that campus wants to include housing for upperclassmen, but it’s
disruptive to everyday life,” said Junior Mary Campione.
Campione admires Sacred Heart’s efforts to improve, but she wishes the university
would prioritize other aspects of campus.
“I wish they would prioritize making more parking lots because every day it’s a fight
to get a spot,” said Campione.
According to Valentine, construction for the Center is going as planned.
“The project is on time and going perfectly. I am excited to have it open this summer,”
said Valentine.
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What is Bullying?
An Audrey Niblo Award Article
BY STEPHANIE DOHENY
Features Editor

Audrey Niblo was a member of Theta Phi Alpha Sorority at Sacred Heart University.
After her untimely passing during her sophomore year, ‘Spectrum’ began a campaign
in her honor, to bring to light the many issues of bullying and the effects it can have on
someone. Those who knew her said she always had high spirits and a positive outlook on
life.
“What inspired me most about Audrey was her kindness and positive outlook on
everything. We could all be feeling down about something or being negative and she
would just say something that would lift our spirits and make us all happy,” said junior
Brianna Rauchfuss, Executive Vice President of Theta Phi Alpha. “She made you want to
have a more positive outlook on life.”
Anyone who knew Audrey continually says the same. She radiated energy and always
tried to make sure those around her were smiling.
“I was President of Theta Phi when Audrey passed away and she was such an amazing
person. I felt honored to have known her. Her smile always brightened up chapter events
and she was ready and willing to do anything she could for us,” said senior Tessa Kielbasa.
“We miss her all the time and with the anniversary of her passing coming up, we are trying
to keep her memory alive.”
So what exactly is bullying? The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines bullying as
follows: “abuse and mistreatment of someone vulnerable by someone stronger, more
powerful, etc.” Is that all bullying is though? Is that the only way to describe bullying?
When asking students what the word bullying meant to them, they responded in different
but also similar ways.
“I see a bully as someone who intends to harm others as a way to make themselves feel
better,” said senior Connor Sivacek, a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
“The word bullying, to me, means something very sad. It is picking on someone’s
uniqueness and what makes them special. It’s something that saddens me and that I hope
can one day be eliminated,” said Rauchfuss.
According to stopbullying.org, “Between 1 in 4 and 1 in 3 U.S. students say they have
been bullied at school.”
“It’s a serious;lssue and people brush over it as if it’s something that can’t be changed,”
said Sivacek. ^
The topic of Allying can sometimes be overlooked. Many girls can remember being
told if a boy bullied her, it meant he had a crush on her. But that is abuse. That’s not love.
Children are told bullying is wrong and if it happens, they are s^mingly tol^that things
will just eventually get better or that the bully is only picking on you because they are
insecure about themselves.
“To see bullying decline in today’s society would mean a lot. Bullying leads to so many

horrible things like self harm or even suicide. Putting an end to bullying will make our
society so much better,” said junior Timothy McIntosh, a Division 1 volleyball player.
Bullying is not something that can simply be explained by a dictionary definition. A
person’s experience and story are what truly explains bullying. No one will ever have the
same exact experience as another, but by sharing experiences and advocating for ways to
end bullying, the world would be changed for the better.
Audrey embodies what it means to grow from a horrible expereince. Instead of dwelling
on it, she turned her pain into power and used it to inspire others - including all of us at
‘Spectrum.’

TESSA KIELBASA/ SPECTRUM

BULLYING AFFECTS MANY PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES AND AUDREY NIBLO WAS A
PROUD ADVOCATE AGAINST THE DETRIMENTAL BEHAVIOR.
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Catholic Studies Program Screens “Selma” for MLK Day
BY ELISHA BROWN

Contributing Writer
In honor of MLK day, the department of Catholic
Studies (CIT) screened the historical drama film,
“Selma,” on Jan. 24 in the Schine Auditorium.
This film, directed by African American female
director, Ava DuVemay, is based on the 1965 Selma
to Montgomery voting rights marches led by Martin
Luther King, Jr, James Bevel, John Lewis and Hosea
Williams.
Undergraduates are required to take two CIT
(Catholic Intellectual Traditions) courses. One of the
required course materials is Letter Ifom Birmingham
Jail, a letter written by Martin Luther King Jr. in 1963
after being imprisoned for a nonviolent demonstration
against segregation.
Professor Brent Little Ph.D., organizer of the movie
screening, felt that the federal holiday and course
materials presented a great opportunity to show the
film.
“In CIT, we read Letter from Birmingham Jail and
I see this film as a follow up to that letter because
it takes place approximately a year or two after the
events in Birmingham. I think it’s a good reminder
of just how long and how bloody a sacrifice it was
to achieve real political pressure upon the congress
and the president. It wasn’t easy and I love this film
because it shows how complicated it was,” said Little.
Selma evokes an abundance of emotions as it

depicts the notorious Children’s Crusade of 1963 character and leadership and how he was able to get
where children were sprayed with fire hoses and everyone to follow him. I just thought that was really
threatened with attack dogs. This was a pivotal inspipng.” said junior Mary Reiner.
moment in American history.
Junior Emily Palma was moved to tears as the
It was the first time all of America saw the turmoil movie ends with the portrayal of the march on the
taking place in the south as the news made its way highway to Montgomery taking place. When the
around the country.
marchers reach Montgomery, Dr. King delivers a
“We tend to kind of simplify the civil rights moving speech on the steps of the State Capitol.
movement in the sense that King just kind of showed
“I thought it was an incredibly beautiful film. There
up, protested, and suddenly congress and the president was a lot in it that I did not know about our history.
woke up. People think their conscious spoke and they I haven’t really talked about this with my peers or
passed legislation, when in fact, it was very difficult teachers since elementary school, so it’s been awhile.
to enact real political change,” said Little. “I think it I feel grateful that we have this day off for him,” said
also presents a challenge to all of us today. Would we Palma.
be willing to risk our lives like this? I think it’s a very
The movie concludes with images of marchers
challenging question to pose on myself and I think walking over Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma,
others feel the same.”
Alabama, accompanied by the Oscar wirming song
Voter suppression is the overarching theme in this “Glory” sung by John Legend and rapper. Common.
film.
“I feel like the movie itself was so beautiful. The
Oprah Winfrey, who plays Armie Lee Cooper, a words, the music, and the characters were all so well
civil rights activist in the 1965 Selma Voting Rights chosen,” said junior Kelsey Gibbs. “I learned so
Movement, is shown trying to register to vote, but is many things I’d never realized before. In elementary
denied by a white registrar.
school, we learned the story, but I never realized how
“We really haven’t talked about it in school since powerful he really was and how many people were
elementary school. So, just seeing a lot of those so willing to risk their lives for the movement. I’m
things took me by surprise. Also, just seeing the just so grateful that we celebrate this day for him. I’m
way Dr. King was portrayed, I just didn’t realize his really just speechless.”

Op - Ed: The End for “Game of Thrones” is Near
BY KRISTIN BURNELL

A&E Editor
On Jan. 14, HBO announced that the final season
Jon Snow will once again save the day with killing
of the hit series “Game of Thrones” will premiere on the Night King, thus wiping out the White Walkers
Apr. 14.
completely. Unfortunately, I do think that his life will
The highly anticipated show has had fans waiting come to an end in the process. I don’t think that the
for the last season to air for nearly two years since creators would have the army of the undead win the
the newest episodes hit television screens across the war, but then again, it is Game of Thrones.
globe in 2017.
So, what happens next after the Great War is done?
Anyone that watches the series knows about The battle of the Two Queens happens.
the thrilling, unexpected twists the show brings
Those who survived will march for Kings Landing
throughout every episode.
where Cersei sits upon her precious throne alongside
With the new season approaching fast, there are Euron, The Mountain and the Golden Company. And
several questions to be asked about the final episodes this is when shit gets real.
of the series. Who will die and survive in the end? As
Theon will die in attempts to save his sister Yara
the show tends to kill off the most beloved characters. while successfully killing Euron.
Will the army of the undead defeat the living? Will
At this point, I believe the bitter rivalry between
Jon Snow find out about his true identity? But the the Clegane brothers will take place. However, I do
ultimate question still remains... who will end up on not think fans will get the desired ending they want
the Iron Throne?
with one killing the other. Aiya will be the one to
We still have to wait three months to find out the kill the Mountain, crossing the biggest name off her
fate of all the characters, but for now here are some infamous list.
of my top predictions of where all the pieces will fall
This then leads me to Cersei’s fate. She will be
in the show’s concluding season.
killed by Aiya who uses Jaime’s face in doing so.
The White Walkers will come for Winterfell where Tyrion survives, because how could they kill off a
the long-awaited battle verse the living will occur. wine loving imp?
Tormund and Beric escaped the fall of Eastwatch and
If Samwell Tarly dies, people Avill lose their minds.
make it to Winterfell for the biggest fight the show I believe that he will live as a Maester in the Citadel
has ever liad.
along with Gilly and little Sam.
Jaime arrives in time to fight reuniting with Brienne,
As for the master of whisperers, Varys, he will also
who dies in combat. I think that Jorah Mormont will die in Kings Landing. As for who lives? Chances
also die fighting to protect his Khalessi, Daeneiys.
look pretty high for Gendry, Bronn and Missandei.
I believe that the battle will also take the lives of
The biggest question of them all - who will end up
Grey Worm, Podrick, Tormimd, Davos, and Sansa. on the Iron Throne? The series creators could take
In the mix of the intensifying fight vwth the undead, many different angles. I think it will not be Daeneiys
Melisandre will arrive with an army fi-om Volantis as she might die giving birth to her and Jon Snow’s
to help defeat the Night King, but then die under the child.
hands of Aiya.
My ultimate divination as to who will be crowned
Bran will survive and become the Three-eyed is Tyrion Lannister.
Raven. I believe he does have a strong connection to
Now these are all my own predictions, and they
the Night King and played a role in altering Westerns could be extremely off and incorrect. Many viewers
history through his time travel in past episodes.
have their own thoughts on how the show will end as

there are endless possibilities.
If it is any indication of what the actors of the show
say it is, we are all in for a real treat. The countdown
continues for the epic sagas conclusion to air. Winter
is here.

HIT TELEVISION SERIES, GAME OF THRONES, WILL COME TO
AN END AFTER EIGHT SEASONS. PICTURED ABOVE IS JON
SNOW, PORTRAYED BY KIT HARINGTON.
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Review: James Blake’s New Album “Assume Form”
BY STEPHANIE PETTWAY .

~

^

A&E Editor
If you’re like me and didn’t know who James Blake is (outside of him being •
featured on Travis-Scott’s “Stop Trying to be God,” and “King’s Dead” from the
Black Panther soundtrack), then you might be surprised to hear that he released
his fourth studio album, “Assume Form,” on Jan. 18.
So, who is this soft sounding singer featured on these rap tracks?
Blake is a musician and producer from London, England, who gained
recognition after doing some work with Kanye West, which led to him being
nominated for a Grammy for “Best New Artist” a couple years after.
From there, he went to gaining notable production credits on Beyonce’s
“Lemonade,” Kendrick Lamar’s “DAMN,” and Jay Z’s “4:44.”
This all adds some sense as to why his album has heavy influences of R&B •
and hip-hop, and oven features some of the artist he has worked with in the past.
Initially, this is what grabbed my attention to listening to this album, especially
since I can’t resist anything that features Scott.
Upon listening, I will say that 1 didn’t know how to feel about listening to a
full-length album by Blake. It is one thing for him to be featured on a song and
have a verse or two, or even carry a chorus; but it is another for him to have many
songs and feature the artists that usually feature him.
This is not to say that I didn’t think that Blake couldn’t keep me interested for
an entire album, because he has a good voice. It’s unusual, but nonetheless good.
But, since these rap songs that featured him only showcased his voice in a rather
one-dimensional way, I felt that this album was going to be boring.
Though it was definitely not boring, it was definitely unusual, but in a good
way. The blend of hip-hop and R&B mixed with electronic sounds was very
abstract throughout, and in no ways does it “assume form,” like the album title
suggests, but it works.
“Mile High,” featuring Scott and Metro Boomin, “Tell Them,” featuring Metro
Boomin and Moses Sumney, and “Where’s the Catch?” featuring Andre 3000,
all possess the heaviest hip-hop sound. These tracks were also able to maintain
the electric sound that is not foreign to Blake, like on his previous album “The
Colour in Anything.”
Something that is also not foreign to Blake are the themes of love and growth
that he has his songs revolve around. In songs like “Barefoot in the Park,” “Can’t
Believe the Way We Flow,” and “Are You in Love?” Blake openly and freely
expresses himself and has the most melodic and smoothest beats.
The lyrics of songs like “Power On,” and “Don’t Miss It,” depict growth.

change, and how to overcome situations that you are struggling with.
Though I have many praises for the album, it does have a couple of songs
where it falls flat for me.
“Assume Form,” which is the self-titled track on the album, is one of the
longest songs, and seems to drag on for one minute too tong for me. Though it
does build up as you get to the end of the song, it eventually just leaves you on a
song cliffhanger and just ends.
“Lullaby for the Insomniac,” though melodic and soft, is too long for me.
When I think of a lullaby, I think of something short and sweet, not something
approaching 4 minutes lohg.
With some lows and many highs, this album made me not only appreciate every
Blake feature I have heard, but also his artistry as a whole. Being someone who
likes when artist mix genres together in their music, and he does it rather well, he
shows that he is not afraid to experiment with different sounds.

JAMESBLAKEMUSIC.COM

JAMES BLAKE RELEASED HIS FOURTH STUDIO ALBUM ON JAN. 18 FEATURING OTHER ARTISTS
SUCH AS TRAVIS SCOTT AND ANDRE 3000.

Nominations for the 91st Academy Awards
BY ANTHONY DEL VECCHIO

Asst. A&E Editor
The nominations for the 91st Academy Awards were finally revealed Tuesday
Jan. 22, which included many of 2018’s best films, along with some surprises.
After an impressive outing at the 2019 Golden Globe Awards, Netflix film
“Roma” and the Fox Searchlight Film “The Favourite” lead all other films with
10 nominations each.
One of those nominations includes that for Best Picture, where both films will
be up against “Black Panther,” “BlacKkKlansman,” “Bohemian Rhapsody,” “A
Star Is Bom,” “Vice,” and “Green Book.”
Black Panther made history by becoming the first superhero film to be nominated
for the Best Picture award, while also receiving nods in other categories such as
production design, costume design, sound editing, sound mixing, original score,
and original song.
The question of who will win that coveted award, along with the other twentythree categories, is what makes this the biggest night in film, and for the first time
in a while, there are not many decisive picks.
“I saw both Bohemian Rhapsody and Black Panther and loved them,” said
sophomore Shannon Szefinski. “Unfortunately, superhero movies never take
home 3est Picture, even though they look stunning, which leads me to think
other films have a better chance.”
There are many factors that are still undecided about this year’s awards,
including who the show’s host will be.
Kevin Hart, who was originally chosen for the position, declined just three
days after he was announced to host the 2019 Oscars ceremony. This was due
to a resurfaced social media post that was related to homophobic tweets and
comments.
Unpredictability will be the story of this year’s Oscars, as it was for the
entertainment and film industries. After a year punctuated by racial tensions, power
stmggles, and sexual abuse scandals, the Me Too and Time’s Up movements have
gained mainstream attention.,. ,
In light of this, women look stronger, especially when you look at the nominees
for best actress in a leading role: Yalitza Aparicio for “Roma,” Olivia Colman for

“The Favourite,” Lady Gaga for “A Star Is Bom,” Glenn Close for “The Wife,”
and Melissa McCarthy in “Can You Ever Forgive Me?”
For Best Supporting Actress, Amy Adams is nominated for “Vice,” Emma
Stone for “The Favourite,” Rachel Weisz for “The Favourite,” Marina De Tavira
“for Roma,” and Regina King, who also won the Golden Globe for Actress in a
Drama Film for her role in “If Beale Street Could Talk.”
“The reason why we do this is because we understand that our microphones are
big and we are speaking for everyone,” said Regina King in her Golden Globe
Award acceptance speech. “I challenge you to challenge yourselves and stand
with us in solidarity and do the same.”
The award for Best Actor in a Leading Role has heavyweights Christian Bale
for his role as Dick Cheney in “Vice,” Bradley Cooper for “A Star Is Bom,”
Willem Dafoe as Vincent van Gogh in “At Eternity’s Gate,” Rami Malek playing
Freddie Mercury in “Bohemian Rhapsody,” and Viggo Mortensen for his role in
“Green Book.”
While Best Supporting Actor will be a race between nominees Mahershala
Ali for “Green Book,” Richard E Grant for “Can You Ever Forgive Me?” Adam
Driver for “BlacKkKlansman,” Sam Rockwell for his role as George W. Bush in
“Vice,” and Sam Elliott for “A Star Is Bom.”
And none of these films and actors would be on the screen without their
directors: those nominated for Best Director are Alfonso Charon for “Roma,”
Spike Lee for “BlacKkKlansman,” Adam McKay for “Vice,” Yoro’s Lanthimos
for “The Favourite,” and Pawel Malinowski for “Cold War.”
The 91st Academy Awards will not be a normal award show; it’s more than
that. This is about the art of filmmaking and where this industry will go in the
next decade. What will change in film? Where will we go from here? This will be
the night to make a statement.
We’ll have follow the red carpet and tune in to find out, when the Oscars premier
live on Feb. 24 at the Dolby Theatte in Hollywood, Los Angeles, California on
ABC.
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Super Bowl 53 Preview: Women’s Basketball Team
Off to Strong Start
Rams vs. Patriots II
BYRYANTOUHEY
Sports Editor

Super Bowl 53 will take place on Feb. 3, 22, to advance to the NFC Championship
at Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta, Ga. Game for the first time since 2001, when
It will be contested between the National they were the St. Louis Rams.
Football Conference (NFC) champion
In what ended up being a controversial
Los Angeles Rams, and the three-time NFC Championship, the Rams again faced
defending American Football Conference the Saints in NeW Orleans. Los Angeles
(AFC) champion New England Patriots.
came back from deficits of 13-0 and 20-10,
This will be the fourth Super Bowl ’ to tie the game at 20 in the fourth quarter,
appearance in the last five years for ,New
With 1:48 remaining iii the game,
England. Under the leadership of 19th- and the score still tied, the Saints had
year head coach Bill Belichick and 18th- 3rd and 10 on the Rams’ 13-yard line,
year quarterback Tom Brady, the Pats New Orleans’ quarterback. Drew Brees,
finished the regular season by capturing threw an intended pass to wide receiver
their 10th straight AFC Eastern Division Tommylee Lewis. Lewis was hit hard by
title with an 11-5 record. They earned the the Rams’ defensive back, Nickell Robeysecond seed and a bye in the AFC playoffs. Coleman, who blatantly appeared to have
In the Divisional Round, the Patriots committed pass interference and a helmetdefeated the Los Angeles Chargers at to-helmet collision,
home, 41-28, to advance to the AFC
However, the officials didn’t call
Championship Game for the eighth anything on Robey-Coleman, and New
straight year. Awaiting them, would be the Orleans had to settle for a field goal. The
top-seeded Kansas City Chiefs.
Rams would respond with a 48-yard field
•The game took place at Arrowhead goal of their own fi-om their placekicker.
Stadium in Kansas City, and wound up Greg Zuerlein, to tie the score at 23, and
going to overtime where New England force the game into overtime.
Started out with the ball after winning the
Los Angeles wound up^ picking Brees
coin toss. One possession was all it took in overtime and Zuerlein would hit a
for the Pats to secure their spot in the game-wirming field goal from 57 yards
Super Bowl;
out, to give the Rams the 26-23 victory.
With 10:11 remaining in overtime on a Goff became the youngest quarterback
New England 2nd and goal, Brady handed in "history to win an NFC title game, at
the ball off to runiiing back Rex Burkhead, 24 years old. It was also the first time in
who ran into the end zone for the game history that two National Football League
winning touchdown. The final score was playoff games went into overtime on the
37-31 Pats.
.
same day.
“My prediction for the Super Bowl is
“The Rams will win because they have
that the Patriots are going to win because way more star power and New England
they- have beaten every opponent, as long barely got out of Kansas City alive,” said
as they’re not fi-om the NFC East,” said sophomore media arts major Brendan
Professor Brian Thome. Thome worked Barbone. “Kansas City’s defense is
as an on-field cameraman for NFL Films nowhere near as good as Los Angeles’
from Super Bowls 42-49, and 51, four of defense. If everything goes right for the
which featured the Patriots.
Rams, I can see them taking this game by
The Rams are under the guidance of one or two scores easily.”
second-year head coach Sean McVay and
This is a rematch of Super Bowl 36.
third-year quarterback Jared Goff. McVay New England defeated then St. Louis, 20will be the youngest head coach in Super 17, to capture their first Super Bowl title
Bowl history at 33 years of age. Los in history.
Angeles won their second straight NFC
That was also the last time the Rams
Western Division title and tied the New were in a Super Bowl. The last and only
Orleans Saints for the league’s best record time they’ve won it was Super Bowl 34,
at 13-3.
when they defeated the Tennessee Titans,
A 45-35 loss to the Saints in Week 9 of 23-16. Coincidentally, the Rams won the
the season resulted in Los Angeles earning title in Atlanta.
the number two seed and a bye in the NFC
Kickoff for Super Bowl 53 is set for
playoffs. In the Divisional Round, the 6:30 p.m., eastern standard time, and will
Rams defeated the Dallas Cowboys, 30- be televised on CBS.

YOUTUBE,COM

SUPERBOWL Llll IS PIHING THE PATIOTS AGAINST THE RAMS FOR THEIR SECOND SUPER
BOWL AGAINST EACH OTHER. THE FIRST WAS SUPER BOWL XXXVI IN 2002.

SACRED HEART ATHLETICS

THE WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM’S CONFERENCE SEASON IS UNDERWAY WITH A WIN AGAINST
ST. FRANICS BROOKLYN IN JAN. 19. PICTURED ABOVE: OLIVIA DABNEY, SOPHOMORE.

BY DAN GARDELLA
Assistant Sports Editor

The Sacred Heart women’s basketball
team has completed its first month of
conference play for the season.
As of press time, the team is 6-1 in
Northeast Conference (NEC) play, their
best start to conference play since the 2011 2012 season, which ended in the NCAA
Tournament.
Fifth-year senior Katherine Haines, is
coming off back-to-back weeks where she
earned the NEC Player of the Week Award.
She’s won the award three times in her
career.
In the Pioneers’ win against St. Francis
Brooklyn on Jan. 19, she recorded the first
triple-dolible in Sacred Heart’s Division
I history, scoring 25 points, grabbing 15
rebounds, and swatting 11 shots.
On Jan. 21, she entered the team’s game
against Wagner 16 points shy of 1,000 career
points. She achieved that record by scoring
19 points, making her the 20th player in the
Sacred Heart women’s basketball program
to surpass the mark.
“Kat is a special player. As a fifth-year
senior, she has worked so hard to continue
to develop both her mental and physical
aspects of play,” said head coach Jessica
Mannetti. “She has had a different mindset
this season and has been a huge catalyst
in our team’s success. She doesn’t want to
leave here without a ring and has made it
her responsibility to do everything she Can
to help our team be successful.”
According to Athletic Communications,
Haines has averaged 16.1 points per game.,
She is one of four players to average double
figures. The balanced attack is a credit to

Sacred Heart’s game plan on offense: “Key
or Three.”
Within the game plan, Haines benefits
directly with a basket or a pass.
“Because Kat draws so much attention
inside, and because- she’s a great passer, she
finds the open man and gets open shots for
our guards,” said Mannetti.
During Mannetti’s tenure at Sacred
Heart, she has led the team to the NEC
Championship Game in 2016. She’s also led
them to two Women’s National Invitation
Tournament (WNIT) appearances. Mannetti
credits the team’s start in confemece play
due to veteran presences,
“Last season we had six fi-eshmen
and. three sophomores on the roster, and
had a lone senior in Tykera Carter,” said
Mannetti. “We were talented, but lacked
the experience to be consistent throughout
conference play. This season, we are led
by five returning seniors, and our juniors
and sophomores have a valuable year of
experience under their belts.”
The other seniors on the team consist of
Erin Storck, Candice Leatherwood, Kiana
Ye, and Cleo Polyzou.
“Our seniors are a great balance of vocal
leaders, exemplary leaders and motivational
leaders - they really care about each other
and about their teammates and it shows in
how connected we try to stay on the floor,”
said Mannetti.
The Pioneers’ next game will be on
Saturday, Feb- 2, when they welcome St.
Francis Brooklyn to the Pitt Center for a 1
p.m. start,
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Women’s Ice Hockey in Final Stretch of Conference Play
BY MELANIE DASILVA
Sports Editor
On Jan. 4» the women’s ice hockey team started the second half of their season. After
beating Post University by a score of 11-0 on Jan. 22, the Pioneers earned their fifth New
England Women’s Hockey Alliance (NEWHA) win of the season.
According to Athletic Communications, this is the second time this season the Pioneers
have scored in double digits and also the seventh time this season the Pioneers have shut
out an opponent.
“The season has gone pretty well so far, we had a pretty solid group of veterans
returning and also 11 freshmen that came in as well, so we started the season out by
getting everyone on the same page in terms of ultimate goals and chemistry,” said head
coach Thomas O’Malley. “It took a little while but we did find success along the way and
I like to say right now that the team is on the same page and playing some of the best
hockey of the year.”
Sacred Heart University is currently ranked second in the NEWHA standings with
six conference games left, hoping to reach the NEWHA Championship at the end of
February. They have a stretch of six NEWHA games left to play where they hope to
obtain as many points as they can.
On Jan. 18, the Pioneers fell to Quinnipiac University (QU) by a score of 2-1. QU
is fi'om the Eastern College Athletic Conference. Despite the loss, fi'eshman Samantha
Shoebottom looks at that game as a highlight of the season.
“I think the Quinnipiac game brought us together as a team even more, and gave us
greater confidence, skill, and hockey intelligence to use as we find our way into playoffs,”
said Shoebottom. “Our team understands exactly what we need to do to get the job dorte.”
The Pioneers are the defening NEWHA Champions, and have focused on improving
their game in certain areas in order to repeat.
“We have been scoring a lot and creating a lot of really good puck movement,” said
O’Malley. “It’s not just a one woman show, we have a bunch of players who have put up
some serious points this year so I am really happy about that. You look at some teams
where they have maybe three or four players doing all of their scoring, yet we have
multiple players.”
Twelve players have put up 10 points or more at this point in the season.
“With the influx of new players, it has been amazing to see the chemistry of this team.
We have overcome obstacles which has led to a winning season. Both on and off the ice
;
we are a true family,” said senior Lilly Cleary.
The Pioneers return to action on Feb 1, where they will travel to Franklin PiOTce foW*
weekend series.
Urom last year to this year. Coach O’Malley has made sure each player understands

that champions behave like champions,” said junior Jayne Lewis. “As a team, we focus
on one weekend series at a time but know we are always striving to be better each game
to be able to reach the championship game.”

THE WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY TEAM IS NEARING THE END OF THEIR CONFERANCE PLAY AFTER A
WIN AGAINST POST UNIVERSITY 11-0. PICTURED ABOVE: VICTORIA GRIMMER, JUNIOR.

Track and Field Teams Start of 2019
BY CHRISTIAN RODRIGUEZ
Senior Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart University track and field teams completed the first month of their
indoor season. They began their training on campus a few weeks before classes started in
preparation for their early meets.
“The training has been going very well,” said sophomore Nick Malzone. “Over the
holiday break the team had to come back early on Jan. 2, and we had double session
practices each day.”
Sophomore pole vaulter Jaime Maggio hopes that her work in the weight room will
reflect to her vaulting. Mental preparation is also something she will try to focus on
during meets.
“My goals for this season are to get stronger in the weight room and hope that it
transfers to my vaulting. I also would like to work on myself talk at meets to hopefully
clear higher heights,” said Maggio.
Both the men’s and women’s teams had their first competition of 2019 at the Wagner
College Invitational on Jan. 4. There were some top performances in the competition
including ones from sophomore Antonia Hoyos who had two top place finishes.
According to Sacred Heart Athletic Communications, Hoyos placed first in the triple
jump and also placed third in the long jump.
Qn the other hand, early on in the season, freshman Cameron Croce was honored with
being a Northeastern Conference (NEC) Rookie of the Week in December. Croce hit a
New England qualifying mark in the weight throw,with his throw of 16.11 meters - good
for second in the league.
Among the top performances on the men’s side were junior Jefferey Young, who
made it to the hurdles finals and finished in third place, and senior Christian Turner,
who took second place in the shot put. Turner’s shot put had an IC4A qualifying mark
of 15.71 meters, a throw that ranks him second in the conference, according to Athletic
Communications.
The next week, both teams made another trip to Staten Island for the Great Dance
Classic. Turner and Croce both posted New England qualifying performances and Turner
was recognized as NEC Field Athlete of the Week.
According to Athletic Communications, Turner had a throw of 15.76 meters in the shot
put, good for fourth place. Croce also posted a New England qualifier, placing seventh
in the weight throw with a 16.43 meter throw, which remains second in the league in the
event.
On the women’s side, Hoyos made it to the finals of the triple jump, recording an 11.24
meter effort, keeping her in second in the NEC event.
Sophomore Samantha Curran and junior Jackie Thome both made New England
qualifications.

According to Athletic Communications, Curran threw a personal-best in the shot put,
12.73 meters, placing fifth and moving into seventh in the NEC, while earning a New
England’s qualifying standard. Jackie Thome posted a time of 3:01.67 in the 1000-meter
event, to place seventh and qualify for New England’s.
During the last couple of weeks, both teams had competitions in Boston and had success
at the Boston Quadrangular, with wins from Croce and Young on the on the men’s team.
On the women’s team, junior Olivia Weiss won the 1000m event. Weiss broke the tape
at 2:59.54 to win the event, with a New England qualifying time.
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THE TRACK AND FIELD TEAMS HAVE FINISHED THE FIRST MONTH OF THEIR INDOOR SEASON.
PICTURED ABOVE: CHRISTIAN TURNER, SENIOR.
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IN A VICTORY OVER WAGNER 72-64 ON JAN. 21. SACRED HEART GRADUATE STUDENT KATHERINE HAINES BECAME THE 20TH PUYER IN PROGRAM
HISTORY TO SCORE 1000 CAREER POINTS.

THE SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY WOMEN’S FENCING TEAM WENT 0-4 AT THE PHILLY INVITATIONAL HOSTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA ON JAN. 19. PICTURED ABOVE: CAROLINE FISCHER, SOPHOMORE.

